October 12, 2009

Dear Senator:

We are writing to you as members of the Census Project, a collaboration of state and local governments, civil rights and labor groups, housing and child advocates, businesses, professional societies, and research organizations interested in a fair and accurate Census 2010.

As you know, Senators Vitter and Bennett have offered an amendment to the Fiscal Year 2010 Commerce, Justice, and Science Appropriations bill, which would have the effect of excluding undocumented residents and possibly all non-citizens from being counted for purposes of congressional apportionment. Since our first decennial census was taken in 1790 under the direction of Thomas Jefferson, we have counted all residents of the United States. The consequence of the Vitter/Bennett amendment would end this practice for purposes of congressional apportionment, even though all previous Republican and Democratic Administrations have concluded that excluding non-citizens from the apportionment base would be unconstitutional.

In addition, the amendment would seriously impede the next decennial census:

- The Census Bureau could not conduct the 2010 census on its current schedule, thus delaying not only the constitutionally and legally required (Title 13, U.S.C.) population count, but apportionment of seats in the U.S. House of Representatives, and congressional and state legislative redistricting.

- The 2010 census would include a question that is untested, which is scientifically and operationally irresponsible and risky.

- The cost of adding a question at this juncture goes well beyond reprinting 2010 census forms or adding an addendum to the form. A new question would require new promotional and informational materials, advance letters, data capture and processing systems, instructional materials for all census workers, and assistance guides in 59 languages. The ongoing American Community Survey would need to be changed to conform to the census questionnaire. The mailing packages for census forms would be affected.
All of the consequences listed above would add significant costs and delays to the 2010 census. In the interests of fairness and cost, and in light of the clear constitutional violation suggested by the sponsors, we urge you to vote against this amendment.

Sincerely,

Louis Kincannon, former director, U.S. Census Bureau
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